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TIPRO'S TEDDY CARTER TESTIFIES BEFORE SUNSET COMMISSION

T

he Texas Sunset Advisory Commission held a hearing on Wednesday, December 15, seeking public input on proposed recommendations put forth in the Sunset report. Meeting for over 14 hours,
members of the commission hoped to hear feedback on how best to improve state agencies, like
the Railroad Commission (RRC) and the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ). While
formal recommendations by the Sunset Commission staff were made available in mid-November, this
was the first chance for industry representatives and the public to speak directly to the commission. Formal comments “TIPRO is in a unique situation to
could also be submitted in writing to the Commission staff for consideration.
provide agency perspective with
TIPRO's Director of Public Affairs Teddy Carter spoke during the RRC portion of the
industry glasses, and should be
hearing, presenting on behalf of TIPRO members. Carter used the opportunity to briefly outconsidered a useful tool for the
line TIPRO's comments on the Sunset Commission's Staff report and offer recommendations.
Carter acknowledged that TIPRO is open to change and welcomes the chance to determine
commission to utilize,”
best solutions for the future of the state agency. He also pointed out how TIPRO has a former
-- Teddy Carter
RRC Executive Director Rich Varela on staff, along with having a former Chief of Staff for
RRC Chairman Carrillo, Justin Furnace, serve as president of the association. This puts TIPRO Director of Public Affairs, TIPRO
in a unique situation to be able to provide the commission and their staff an agency perspective with industry glasses on, and vice versa,
so that they may get two points of view at once. TIPRO can be a useful tool for each commissioner, and as the staff moves forward, they
are invited you to utilize TIPRO.
Carter began by pointing out the new staff-proposed governance structure of five appointed part-time commissioners that meet quarterly is inappropriate at this time, and other alternatives should be considered instead. While currently members of TIPRO have not yet
reached a consensus as to the best model for leadership at the RRC, the proposed solution needs modification. Carter also stressed that
TIPRO supports the agency becoming self-supporting, and the association understands oil and gas must be prepared to help out, as we
all look to find ways to close the funding gap. However, other steps should be considered before the legislature decides to raise taxes or
increase fees.
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Story continued on Page 3

TCEQ EXTENDS PBR DEADLINE TO JANUARY 26, 2011
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has elected to defer final judgment on new proposed rules to change the
Air Permit by Rule and Stand Permit regulations for Oil and Gas Sites. Announced at a hearing held on Tuesday, Dec. 14, the new deadline will be January 26, 2011. The hope is this will provide more time for staff to work in coordination with industry representatives to
ensure proper rules are passed. Considering the enormous impact these new regulations could have on how oil and gas operators are able
to obtain air permits, more time should provide the opportunity to ensure new rules are more realistic and fair.
Made available only just last week, on December 8, the new rules - including comments submitted from the industry - totaled 1,300
pages.
TIPRO will remain engaged on this issue as it is going to be a significant financial impact to most TIPRO members if it stays in its
present form.

TIPRO wishes you and your family
happy holidays!
Our offices will not keep regular hours from December 24 until December 31. Normal
office hours will resume on Monday, January 3. Due to the holiday schedule, watch
for the next TIPRO Target newsletter on Thursday, January 6, 2011.
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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
TIPRO Members,
As we begin to wrap up the year and prepare for the coming one, a number of issues have surfaced which
demand our immediate attention. Not only do we continue to prepare for the upcoming 82nd legislative session,
which is sure to have a dramatic impact on the way the oil and gas industry operates in the years to come, we
also must take time to address pressing issues relating to our state agencies.
Over the past week, there have been striking developments with the intervention of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) on state regulation of water. After making accusations that the Texas
Railroad Commission (RRC) and Texas Commission for Environmental Quality (TCEQ) failed to properly
manage an emergent situation involving water wells, EPA Region 6 Administrator Al Armendariz issued an
Endangerment Order to protect drinking water in Southern Parker County. This is an extremely important turn
of events, as it could prove to be only the start of troubling action to come from the EPA in the future. Federal
intervention in state issues has been of concern for some time, as it has been threatened many times in the past,
but this marks unprecedented action on behalf of the EPA. The state of Texas already has encountered attempts Stephen N. Castle
by the EPA to take control in regulation of permits issued to industrial plants proposed for creation or expansion. However, that issue is still in the process of being addressed.
As the federal agency attempts to take over control of regulation on the air and water in Texas, it is more important than ever that we
now take a stand to protect our state's rights in regulation of issues that affect our industry. Many in our industry already are aware of the
importance of this action and understand the potential implications of EPA intervention. I ask you to join me in voicing concerns for this
critical matter, as it could set a precedent for how future cases are handled.
In the meantime, both the RRC and TCEQ are currently being reviewed by the Sunset Advisory Commission. This process could lead
to considerable changes in how our industry is regulated. We must appreciate the significance of this movement and recognize the need to
speak out to ensure that we can continue to progress forward in a manner beneficial to our industry, economy and state.
I want to wish all of you Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! It has been a pleasure to have the chance to serve as Chairman of
TIPRO the past six months, and I look forward to seeing what is to come in 2011!

Sincerely,

STATE AGENCIES ASKED TO IDENTIFY MORE SAVINGS IN UPCOMING BUDGET
State agencies have been ordered once again to cut their budgets, in anticipation of a major deficit to hit the state of Texas. Gov. Perry,
along with Lt. Gov David Dewhurst and Speaker of the House Joe Straus, sent a letter to executive directors and commissioners at agencies like the Railroad Commission (RRC) and the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) on Tuesday, Dec. 6 requesting
each identify ways to slow spending for fiscal year 2011. They were asked to plan for additional savings of at least 2.5 percent off their
original revenue and general-revenue-dedicated appropriations for the next fiscal year, beyond reductions of 5 percent previously
requested in January 2010. The governor pointed out that while previously targeted programs can be reduced again, saving opportunities across the board should be examined, asking directors and commissioners to consider all programs and services at each of the agencies.
According to the letter, "Reduced spending in the current fiscal year puts state government in a better position to prepare for the budget reductions that will be necessary to balance the budget for the 2012-2013 biennium. And every dollar we save in fiscal year 2011 will
alleviate the level of reductions necessary for the upcoming biennium."
It was noted in the letter that the Texas economy continues to remain strong. By identifying ways to save now, the agencies will avoid
dramatic cuts in the future, as the state tries to rebound from the current difficult economic conditions.

Calendar of Events
JANUARY 12, 2011
H O U S TON
IPAA/TIPRO
(Wednesday)
Leaders in Industry
Luncheon, 11:30 a.m.
Houston Petroleum Club
For info, call: (512) 477-4452.

FEBRUARY 9, 2011
H O U S TON
IPAA/TIPRO
(Wednesday)
Leaders in Industry
Luncheon, 11:30 a.m.
Houston Petroleum Club
For info, call: (512) 477-4452.

FEBRUARY 16-18, 2011
H O U S TON
NAPE EXPO
George R. Brown
Convention Center
For more info,
visit: w w w.napeexpo.com.

MARCH 1-3, 2011
AUSTIN
TIPRO S 65T H
ANNUAL CONVENTION
OMNI Hotel
For info, call: (512) 477-4452.
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SUNSET ADVISORY COMMISSION HEARING STORY CONT. FROM PAGE 1
To that point, Sen. Robert Nichols responded that industry needs to find a way to offer solutions as to how best fix these problems. He
stressed that it is important not just to study a decision as it is made, but come together to formulate other solutions to pressing issues.
Until that happens, it might be a struggle to get additional legislative support.
Other speakers who testified pointed out that the industry does want an efficient RRC, and would like to work together to ensure best
practices with regards to regulation. Most suggested it was best to keep regulation as "status quo," although some did voice full support
for all recommendations provided by the Sunset Advisory Commission.
Each of the current Railroad Commissioners also presented comments during the hearing, setting forth
their opinions on proposed changes. Railroad Commissioner Victor Carrillo stressed how we should all
seek the most efficient operation of the agency. Rather than switch to five part-time appointed commissioners, Carrillo suggested it would be best to keep at least one full-time elected commissioner on staff,
with the requirement of two other part-time appointed commissioners that have a background as an attorney, engineer or geologist. Carrillo also disagreed with the transferring of regulation of gas utilities to the
Public Utilities Commission (PUC), as it could create fragmented regulation of the environment.
Commissioner Elizabeth Ames Jones added we should keep the same leadership model, as now is not the
time for change. "We must be weary of change for change's sake. As I often say, the devil we know may
very well be better than the devil we don't." Jones also acknowledged there was a need to find ways to
make the RRC a self-funding agency, potentially using a severance tax flow to solve the problem. Additionally, Commissioner Michael
Williams testified, saying there is a superficial allure in transferring more authority to the PUC. Williams also suggested having only one
elected official to govern the RRC, helping facilitate the decision-making process. "There are challenges quite frankly in having a threeheaded animal," he said.
TIPRO also has submitted more extensive written comments and detailed recommendations addressing all other issues raised by the
Sunset Advisory Commission staff.
The TCEQ was also under review by the Sunset Advisory Commission during Wednesday’s hearing. Among other things discussed,
there was a proposal presented for an statutory increase on 20 of TCEQ’s administrative penalty caps from $10,000 to $25,000, per violation per day. Also suggested was a modification in the way the TCEQ calculates fines to help address concerns that the agency is too
lenient with polluters.
A final vote is not expected until next month, when the Sunset Commission will make decisions regarding the future of these state
agencies.

.

TEXAS INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS & ROYALTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION

65TH ANNUAL CONVENTION
OMNI HOTEL
AU S T I N , T E X A S
M A R C H 1-2, 2011
Join us as we gather for TIPRO’s 2011 annual convention in our state’s capitol city. This will be an event you
will not want to miss out on, as we welcome speakers like
U.S. Representative Ralph Hall, Texas Tribune Editor-inChief Evan Smith, the Quorum Report’s Harvey
Kronberg and Bureau of Economic Geology Director
Scott Tinker. Former Gov. Mike Huckabee will also provide the keynote address. Other presentations and panels
during the convention will give additional insight into the
issues most affecting the oil and gas industry today. There
will also be a special barbeque lunch on the lawn of the
historic Capitol Grounds.
See sponsorship opportunities on pages 6 and 7.
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EPA ISSUES ORDER AGAINST WELLS IN BARNETT SHALE REGION
RRC COMMISSIONERS SAY ACTION WAS PREMATURE AND UNNECESSARY
On Tuesday, December 7, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) filed a federal emergency order against Range
Resources, accusing them of endangering two homes in southern Parker County. An Imminent and Substantial Endangerment Order was
issued under the federal Safe Drinking Water Act, after EPA director Al Armendariz claimed natural gas infiltrated drinking water wells
in the area and caused the risk of explosion of the homes.
Previously Range Resources drilled horizontal gas wells into Parker County from drilling pads located in Hood County, utilizing a widespread technique called hydraulic fracturing, otherwise known as fracking. Armendariz was careful to note that in this instance the EPA is
not alleging that fracking caused the Parker County contamination, only that Range's gas somehow wound up in the drinking water. Other
explanations proffered for the incident include the failure of required casing and cement that line the gas well, a geological fault, or an old
gas well could have been struck during drilling and caused gas to leak.
The EPA has gone on to allege that the Texas Railroad Commission (RRC) and the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
(TCEQ) have failed to properly manage this situation, thus forcing the federal agency to intervene and issue an Endangerment Order.
However, the RRC counters the investigation is still ongoing and no conclusions have been made yet about possible sources of natural gas
and hydrocarbon contamination. "The RRC continues to actively investigate the area and the complaint, which involves natural gas found
in a 200-foot deep domestic water well in Parker County," said RRC spokeswoman Ramona Nye. "Throughout its investigation, the
Commission staff has shared data cooperatively with EPA staff. Range Resources, an operator of the two gas wells, also continues to cooperate with Commission staff as part of this investigation." Each RRC Commissioner has also spoken out, providing the following comments:
Railroad Commission Chairman Victor G. Carrillo said, "As I repeatedly emphasized to EPA Region 6 Administrator Al
Armendariz, EPA's actions are premature as the RRC continues to actively investigate this issue and has not yet determined the
cause of the gas. This EPA action is unprecedented in Texas, and commissioners will consider all options as we move forward."
Commissioner Elizabeth Ames Jones said, "I disagree with EPA's premature actions. The Commission bases its decisions on
sound science and fact. If this is another EPA action designed to reach pre-determined conclusions and to generate head lines
rather than conduct a successful environmental investigation, then the public is poorly served. The Commission will not deny due
process to the parties involved in spite of the false claims made against our investigative actions by the EPA staff."
Commissioner Michael L. Williams said, "This is Washington politics of the worst kind. The EPA's act is nothing more than
grandstanding in an effort to interject the federal government into Texas business. The RRC has been on top of this issue from
day one. We will continue to take all necessary action to protect Texas lakes, rivers and aquifers. Texans have no interest in
Washington doing for Texas what it did for Louisiana fishermen."
A hearing has been set by RRC Commission staff for Monday, January 10, 2011, wherein the RRC Commissioners will listen to facts
of the case. Both the EPA and Range Resources representatives are expected to appear before hearing examiners and testify as to the allegations made. Upon conclusion of the hearing, a Proposal for Decision will be issued, serving as an order for final action.
Visit the links below for additional information on the case:
Letter issued to Range Resources from the EPA - http://www.epa.gov/region6/6xa/pdf/range_letter.pdf.
Emergency Order issued to Range Resources from the EPA - http://www.epa.gov/region6/6xa/pdf/range_order.pdf.
RRC News Release - http://www.rrc.state.tx.us/pressreleases/2010/120810.php.

“EPA WRONG - BARNETT SHALE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR GAS IN WATER WELLS”
REPRINT COURTESY OF POWELL BARNETT SHALE NEWSLETTER
The Powell Barnett Shale Newsletter research team began Wednesday, Dec. 8, 2010, researching the accusation by the EPA, Region 6,
that Range Production Company, the operating company of Range Resources, Inc., had brought two Barnett Shale horizontal wells into
production that caused natural gas to contaminate two private domestic water wells in Hood County, Texas.
The 11 page Emergency Administrative Order Docket No. SDWA-06-2011-1208 2 is dated Dec. 7, 2010, and has many statements not
of fact and numerous misleading statements. Two misleading examples are found in 8. and 9. of the Order which state "Domestic Well I
lies approximately 120 feet in horizontal distance to the east-northeast from the track of the horizontal section of the Butler Well bore" and
"Domestic Well 2 lies approximately 470 feet in horizontal distance to the southeast from the track of the horizontal section of the Butler
Well bore" but fails to mention that the horizontal section under the water wells is 5,821 feet deep and the deepest of the two Domestic
wells is only 200 feet deep, a difference of well over a mile.
It is not the intention of this research to judge the EPA documents nor the response from the Railroad Commission of Texas 3, the
response from Range Resources to the EPA on Dec. 8, 2010, or the call for a meeting of the EPA and Range Resources at the Railroad
Commission of Texas on Jan. 10, 2011.
Story continued on page 5
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“EPA WRONG” STORY CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
This PBSN Research Report is independent of any input or correspondence from Range Resources, Inc.; the EPA; or any documents
filed at the Railroad Commission of Texas in relation to this case. The research team consisted of the writer, two Texas Certified Petroleum
Engineers, and two Petroleum Geologists, together with over 150 years experience in all phases of research in the oil and gas industry.
The writer conducted the interviews.
The two contaminated water wells are: Domestic Well 1 - State of Texas Well Report Tracking #108518 drilled and completed on April
11, 2005 to depth of 200 ft. and owned by Steven & Shyla Lipsky, 127 River Oak Court, Weatherford (13.733 acres) and Domestic Well
2 - State of Texas Well Report drilled and completed on August 4, 2002, to depth of 220 ft. by Rodney Godfrey and now owned by Richard
& Devyn Hayley, 175 Old Ranch Court, Weatherford (3.544 acres).
Our research looked at the area prior to January 1, 2006 (prior to any Barnett Shale activity in the area) and discovered the first neighboring Hurst Water Well, drilled to a total depth of 180 feet on Oct. 15, 2005, the Driller's Report of Oct. 15, 2005, stating:
Larry Peck, owner of Peck's Well Service, drilled many of the wells in this area including the well above that produced natural gas,
more than likely from the Strawn Sand which lies directly beneath the Puluxy water sand in this area. We interviewed Mr. Peck, Saturday,
Dec. 11, 2010.
Mr. Peck said directly across the Brazos River from these wells to the west the occurrence of natural gas is not uncommon in drilling
water wells. We asked what he does when natural gas appears in these shallow private water wells. He said he plugged them. When asked
why the first Hurst well drilled Oct. 15, 2005, that had natural gas in with the water was not plugged, he said that the owner told him he
had experience with gas and wanted the well water produced, even with the gas. First, Mr. Peck said, the well was flowed to see if the gas
was limited and would quit but it did not. Then Mr. Peck said his client decided to use the water from the well to water his landscape and
not hook it up to his home. Mr. Hurst had Mr. Peck drill a second well
Prior to the natural gas showing up in Domestic Well 1 in Dec. 2009, and in Domestic Well 2 in May 2010, a third Hurst private water
well was drilled two days later only about 300 feet from the first well. This well was only drilled to 120 feet and did not encounter any
natural gas, at that time. This is not unusual as the Upper Strawn sands are present as either individual lenticular reservoirs or sheet-like
inter-fingering bodies penetrating the Puluxy water sand as it has been proven in this area as both move closer to the surface as the deposits
move west. In addition, as this area on the Brazos River, with development 'canals' for boats and docks, becomes more urbanized, more
homes drill their private water wells dropping the water level in the Puluxy Sand. This reduces the hydrostatic pressure on the low pressure gas in the Strawn Sand underneath and more wells are negatively affected. Any natural gas reservoirs that have been so penetrated
will undergo this pressure depletion, and, because of particular sandstone geometric configurations, wells that once delivered only water
will begin to produce natural gas as well as this area has demonstrated since 2005.
There has been shallow Upper Strawn Sand natural gas produced in the area approximately 6,600 feet to the southeast in the Expanding
Energy / Carl Brite-Ruth #6 to 120 feet on Jan. 22, 2009. This well was drilled by a driller other than Mr. Peck, who drilled the first two
wells. It was drilled away and SE from the first two Hurst wells and nearer the Brazos River. The possibility of the Hurst 2nd Well, drilled
on Oct. 17, 2005, becoming contaminated with natural gas, should be considered and investigated.
The EPA Order was concerned with "…all of the Lake Country Acres (TXIII0059) public water supply system wells". We researched
the Lake Country Acres State Water Well #2 drilled to a total depth of 385 feet into the Strawn Sand on January 14, 1986. The well was
cemented from 250 feet to surface with 7" slotted casing and gravel packed. Water pumping level at 240 feet was 40 gpm when drilled.
This well is about 1.5 miles east of the EPA Domestic Well 1 and 2.
The Range Production Co. / Butler #1H surface location is 2,795 feet south from the Domestic Well 2 and is 2,293 feet south/southeast from the Domestic Well 1. The Hurst well of Oct. 15, 2005, which has/had natural gas in the water is only 775 feet from Domestic
Well #1 and 1,192 feet from Domestic Well #2 and produces shallower than the two water wells now showing natural gas from the Strawn
Sand.
Rule of Capture in Texas allows a property owner to 'capture' the water under his land. This is done by drilling water wells. No permit
is required, that we could find, for a land owner to drill a water well on his own property for his own use for the wells in this research
report. Drillers are supposed to file a report on each well but there are no checks and balances. If a driller is found to have drilled a well
and not filed a report then the driller is subject to a fine. It is our understanding that before 2005 those Driller's Reports were sent to the
Texas Water Development Board (TWDB). Since 2005, the reports are being sent to the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation
(TDLR). We interviewed several knowledgeable state employees at agencies involved in water wells in Texas.
One thing made clear was that the private water wells shown by the TWDB, TDLR and TCEQ on maps such as the one below from
the TWDB WIID System only represent as few as 10% of the private water wells drilled, by one estimate.
The EPA stated that explosion was an imminent possibility in the two homes where their water wells showed natural gas. It is our
understanding that Domestic Well I had been disconnected for many months at the Lipsky home.
All of our research proves, by fact, and documents/photo, that the natural gas in the water in area private water wells is from the shallow Strawn Sand beneath and intertwined with the Paluxy Sand in this area. Each water well in this area should be tested for natural gas
and those that show intrusion should be plugged. Continuing to water landscapes with well water containing even very small amounts of
natural gas 'pulls' it further into the depleting water reservoir adding to eventual natural gas intrusion into other area private water wells,
in our opinion.
Our research of Hood County found natural gas production from gas wells as shallow as 224 feet (Strawn Sand formation) and as shallow as 216 feet (Cisco formation) in Parker County.
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SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
GOLD LEVEL
$10,000
SPONSOR WILL RECEIVE FOUR ALL ACCESS BADGES TO THE CONVENTION
FOUR ADDITIONAL TICKETS FOR NON-REGISTERED GUESTS TO THE
CHAIRMAN’S DINNER
RESERVED TABLE FOR EIGHT AT CHAIRMAN’S DINNER
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT IN ALL PROMOTIONS, INCLUDING: MAILOUTS,
E-BLASTS AND WEBSITE NOTIFICATIONS
FULL-PAGE ADVERTISEMENT IN THE CONVENTION PROGRAM AND HALFPAGE ADVERTISEMENT IN THE TIPRO TARGET NEWSLETTER
PREMIUM SIGNAGE DURING LUNCH ON THE LAWN WITH LEGISLATORS

BLUE RIBBON

SPONSOR WILL RECEIVE TWO ALL ACCESS BADGES TO THE
CONVENTION
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT IN ALL PROMOTIONS, INCLUDING: MAILOUTS,
E-BLASTS AND WEBSITE NOTIFICATIONS
QUARTER-PAGE ADVERTISEMENT IN THE CONVENTION PROGRAM
HALF-PAGE ADVERTISEMENT IN THE TIPRO TARGET NEWSLETTER

RED RIBBON
SILVER LEVEL

$7,500

SPONSOR WILL RECEIVE THREE ALL ACCESS BADGES TO THE
CONVENTION
THREE ADDITIONAL TICKETS TO INVITE NON-REGISTERED GUESTS TO
THE CHAIRMAN’S DINNER
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT IN ALL PROMOTIONS, INCLUDING: MAILOUTS,
E-BLASTS AND WEBSITE NOTIFICATIONS
FULL-PAGE ADVERTISEMENT IN THE CONVENTION PROGRAM
HALF-PAGE ADVERTISEMENT IN THE TIPRO TARGET NEWSLETTER

BRONZE LEVEL

$3,500

$2,500

SPONSOR WILL RECEIVE ONE ALL ACCESS BADGE TO THE
CONVENTION
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT IN ALL PROMOTIONS, INCLUDING: MAILOUTS,
E-BLASTS AND WEBSITE NOTIFICATIONS
QUARTER-PAGE ADVERTISEMENT IN THE CONVENTION PROGRAM
QUARTER-PAGE ADVERTISEMENT IN THE TIPRO TARGET
NEWSLETTER

$5,000

SPONSOR WILL RECEIVE TWO ALL ACCESS BADGES TO THE CONVENTION
TWO ADDITIONAL TICKETS TO INVITE NON-REGISTERED GUESTS TO THE
CHAIRMAN’S DINNER
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT IN ALL PROMOTIONS, INCLUDING: MAILOUTS,
E-BLASTS AND WEBSITE NOTIFICATIONS
HALF-PAGE ADVERTISEMENT IN THE CONVENTION PROGRAM
HALF-PAGE ADVERTISEMENT IN THE TIPRO TARGET NEWSLETTER

WHITE RIBBON
$1,000
SPONSOR WILL RECEIVE ONE ALL ACCESS BADGE TO THE
CONVENTION
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT IN ALL PROMOTIONS, INCLUDING: MAILOUTS,
E-BLASTS AND WEBSITE NOTIFICATIONS
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT IN THE CONVENTION PROGRAM AND TIPRO
TARGET NEWSLETTER

MR. GRANT BLACK
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S P O N S O R R E G I S T R AT I O N
BADGE 1:
Name of Sponsor:
Company:

E-mail:

Street Address:
City/State/Zip Code:
Fax:

Phone:

Cell:

Sponsorship Level
r

Gold
Silver
Bronze

$ 10,000
$ 7,500
$ 5,000

r
r
r

Blue Ribbon $ 3,500
Red Ribbon $ 2,500
White Ribbon $ 1,000

ATTENDEE INFORMATION
BADGE 2:
Company:
E-mail:
BADGE 3:
Company:

Name:

E-mail:
BADGE 4:
Company:
E-mail:
SPONSORSHIP TOTAL:
PAYMENT METHOD:

$

r VISA r MASTERCARD r AMEX r CHECK NO:
Company:

Billing Address:
Credit Card No.:
Signature:

Exp. Date:
CID:

Mail Sponsorship form to TIPRO at 919 Congress Avenue Suite 1000, Austin, TX 78701
For further information, please call TIPRO at (512) 477-4452 or visit our website at www.tipro.org.

http://www.geoart.com/

***The 2011 Executive
Oilfield Calendar is
available now! Identify
yourself as a member of
TIPRO and receive
$5 off!***
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Texas Independent
Producers and
Royalty Owners
Association
With more than 2100 members,
TIPRO is the nation’s largest
statewide association representing
both independent producers and
royalty owners. Our members
include small family-owned
companies, the largest publicly
traded independents and large and
small mineral estates and trusts.

www.tipro.org
www.EnergyInDepth.org

TIPRO — PRODUCING TEXAS’ ENERGY for AMERICA
919 Congress Ave., Suite 1000, Austin, Texas 78701, Phone: (512) 477-4452, Fax: (512) 476-8070

